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Abstract
We consider queries which originate from a mobile unit and whose result depends on the location of the
user who initiates the query. Examples of such queries arc: find the nearest service provider, what are the
traffic conditions on a roUie. We execute such queries based on location-dependent dala involved in their
processing. To facilitate location-dependent query processing, we build concept hierarchies [3] based on
location. These hierarchies define mapping among different granularities of locations. One such hierarchy
is to generate domain knowledge about Ihe cities that belong 10 a state. The hierarchies are also used as
distributed directories to assist in finding the database or relation that contains the values of the locationdependent aHribute in a particular location. We eXlend concept hierarchies to include spatial indexes on the
location-dependent attributes. Finally, we discuss how 10 partition and replicale relations based on the
location
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process the queries efficientlY. We briefly discuss the implementalion issues.

1. Introduction
Advances in wireless communication technology make it possible to realize a dala processing paradigm
that eliminates geographical constraints from data processing activities. In this environment, mobile users
(mobile units) are nOl auached to a fixed location all the time. Instead their point of connection to the
network changes as they move. A mobile unit is connecled to a server, which manages the data processing
activities in a well-defined region. When a unit moves out of one region, it gets connected to the server of a
new region. The altachmenL
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different servers is handled in a way that the mobile unit gets continuous

service while moving. We envision a ubiquitous data processing system, which gives the impression thai
the desired data is available in the vicinity of a processing unit and can be accessed at anytime from
anywhere.
The data processing mechanism in mobile environment is not fundamentally different from the
conventional system [II). However, the freedom of geographical mobility while processing information
gives rise 10 a number of interesting and challenging problems, which can be categorized into application
and system problems. In the application domain, one faces the problem of developing query structure and
I
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their processing, management of location-dependent data [I], accessing desired data, etc. Other problems
concern Ihe consistency, serialization, system recovery and securhy.
We present research ideas for processing queries thai deal with location-dependent data [I]. Such
queries we refer as location-dependent. The objective is get the righl data at different locations for
processing a given query. The results returned in response to such queries should satisfy the localion
constraints with respect to the point of query origin, where the results arc received, etc. We propose to build
additional capabililies into the existing database systems to handle localion-dependent data and queries.
We present some examples to recognize the problems of accessing correct data when point of contaci
changes. Data may represenl SSN of a person, or maiden name, or sales tax: of a city. In one representalion
the mapping of the data value and the objeci il represents is not subjected 10 any location constraints. For
e;>;ample, the value of SSN of a person remains the same no matter from which location il is accessed. This
is not true in the case of sales lax data. The value of the sales ta;>; depends on the place where sales query is
e;>;ecuted. For example, sales ta;>; value of West Lafayeue is governed by a different set of criteria Ihan the
sales la;>; of Boston. We can therefore, idenlify lhe lype of data whose value depends on the sel of criteria
established by lhe location and another lype of data, which is not subject 10 the constraints of a location.
There is a lhird lype of data that is sensi!ive to the point of query. We illustrate this data with the following
example. Consider a commuter who is travelling in a taxi initiates a query on his laptop to find the nearby
hotels in the area of its currenllocation. The answer to this query depends on the localion of the origin of
the query. Since the commuter is moving he may receive the result at a different localion. Thus. the query
results should correspond
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the location where the result is received or 10 the point of the origin of the

query. The difference in the two corred answers to the query depends on the location and not on the hotel.
The answer to the query "find the cheapest hotel" is not affected by the movement. The fonner depends on
the location where as later on the object characteristics.
Our focus in lhis paper is to handle location-dependent data and to e;>;eeule queries processing them.
To manipulate this kind of data we build concept hierarchies (based on localion) and eXlend Ihem 10
inelude spatial inde;>;es on the location-dependent atlributes. For efficient query processing, we discuss the
horizontal and vertical partitions and replication of relations based on location. We discuss how locationdependent data can be grouped or summarized. The partition tables and summarized relations can be
cached at mobile unil so that location-dependent queries can be also processed locally.
The research on predicting, storing and querying the location of mobile objects has been discussed in
[4,5,6,7,8]. Location-dependent data considered in this paper arc stationary. They do not correspond to
moving objects [4,5,6]. In moving object research, objects are constanlly moving and lheir location related
data is constantly being updated in the database. We assume here that location infonnation aboul a mobile
host is found with the help of a Global Positioning System (GPS) in conjunction with some of the methods
used to predicl future locations [5,9]. For example, Omnitracs developed by Qualcomm [10] is a
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commercial system used by lransponalion industry which provides location management by connecting
vehicles such as trucks, via salellites, to company databases.
The research questions we addressed in this paper are: (a) How 10 represent localion-dependent data
efficiently?, (b) Do we need 10 represent location differently or could it be represented in the schema?, (c)
How to handle database partilion and replication in the presence of location-dependent data?, (d) How to
create index data using localion and manage them for efficient query processing?
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In seclion 2, we discuss mobile database system
archilecture. Seclion 3 defines location-dependent data and query processing. We presenl our motivating
example in section 4. We discuss concept hierarchies in seclion 5. Location-dependent indexing and
summarization has been described in seclion 6. Seclion 7 prcsenls our discussion on replication and
parlitioning issues. We conclude in Seclion 8.

2. Mobile Database System Architecture
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Figure 1. Architecture of MDS

Figum I presents a general architecture of the Mobile Dalabase System (MOS). A set of general purpose
computers (PC, worksLaLions, etc.) are inlerconnecLed Lhrough a high speed wired nelwork.

These

compulers are categorized into Fixed hosts (FH) and Base Starions (BS) or mobile support stations (MSS).
A number of laptop computers, referred to as Mobile Hosts (MH) or Mobile Ullirs (MU) are connected to
the wired network components only through BSs via wireless channels. MUs arc battery powered porLable
computers, which move around freely in a restricted area, which we refer to as the "geographical mobility
domain" (G). In Figure J, G is lhe total area covered by all BSs. This size restriction on their mobility is
due 10 the limited bandwidth of wireless communication channels.
To support the mobility of MUs and 10 exploil frequency reuse, Ihe entire G is divided into smaller
areas called cells. Each cell is managed by a particular BS. The mobile discipline requires Ihat a MU mUSl
have unrestricted movement within G (inter-cell movement) and musl be able to access desired data from
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any cell. The process of crossing a cell boundary by a MU and entering into another cell is referred to as a
handoff. The entire process of handoff is transparent to a MU and is responsible for maintaining end-toend data movement connectivity.
A database server (DBS) can either be installed at BSs or can be a part of FHs or can be a separatc
from BS or FH. We make thc following assumptions about the functionality ofDBSs and MUs:
•

A DBS is an independem data proccssing nodc on the wircd network. There arc more than one
DBS on a mobilc dalabase systcm.

•

A DBS communicates with a MU only through ils BS.

•

A DBS can bc regarded as a multidatabasc node and the databasc is not fully redundant.

•

Queries may originate at a DBS or they may come from MUs through BSs.

•

Each MU caches some portion of Ihe database and has some database functionality. Thus, it can
update its cache, can process a pan of a query, or can send its updates to a DBS through BS. We
assume that some caching scheme is in place, which maintains cache consistency.
In our MDS architccture. the foca/ion-dependent query arrives at MU and are processed with the

help of MU, BS and DBS.

3. Location-Dependent Data
A localion is a gcographical area. Location may be expressed with various granularities. For instance it
may be specified as a longitude-latitude pair, a city, a country or a region covered by a cell or a group of
cells when referring to the cellular architecture in wireless communications. A data item is locationdepcndent when it takes on different valucs ba'>ed on the location. For example, sale-tax rate is locationdcpendent while the authors of a book are not.

Definition 1. Location-dependent data - data whose value varies with location.

A location-dependent data item may have some value a in region A and some othcr value b in
another region B at the same time. Both values are correct in their respective regions and represent the
same data object. The value b may be related to value a by some functional mapping which may depend on
factors such as the dislance between the two regions or the two valucs may be indcpcndent. We assume that
valucs in a location remain the same unless explicitly updatcd. We have not considered items whose value
changes continuously with time.

Definition 2. Location attribute - an allribute whose domain consisls of locations.

An example of a location attribute is the Address attribute in the relation shown in Figure I. A
location auribute may be explicit in the relation. The localion atlribute may be explicitly specified in thc
database scheme. However, there are cases in which there is no explicit location attribute, instead the
4

location auribute is implicitly dctcrmincd from the context. For examplc an implicit location atmbute may
be Lhc location at which the database is stored. Such implicit attributes may be included as metadaLa or as
pan of an auxiliary schema.

Definition 3. Location-dependent attribute - an attribuLe whose value is associated with a location.

For examplc, both the Per day charges and the Tax: attribute in the database instance in Figure I
change based on the location attribme Location-address. A location-dependcnt attribute does not
necessarily have different values at all differcntlocations.

Definition4 (a). Location-dependent query (type A) - A query Q is called location-dependent ifits result
depends on the location at which the query is originated.

Definition 4(b). Location-dependent query (type B) - A query Q which process location-dependent data
is also called location-dependent query. Location information may be in the form of longitude and latitude
or in some other spatial parameter. The location information may be implicit or explicit in the query.

The query "How mOllY people witll salary>IOOOOOO livillg at prej,'ent in Kansas Ciry?" can be regarded
as location-dependent because it must access the population of Kansas CiLy. On the other hand "List the
SSN of people who are older than 50 years", is not a location-dependent query even if the database
containing this information is located in Kansas City.

We propose approaches for processing location-dependent data and quenes under the following
possible cases:
•

Location information is explicit in the query. For example, "What is tile humidity and telllpera/llre ill
Kansas Cit)' today?" The location Kansas CiLy may be presented in the where clause of SQL-syntax
like "where loca/ioll = "Kansas Ciry". The query must use Kansas City weather data and the result
will be location specific. It is possible that the mobile unit could be in a different region when iL
receives the answer. Still the information is corrcct and can be used.

•

Location allribme is not explicit in the query, and query is evaluated for the location where it
originated. The system can identify the implicit location by using longitude and latitude information,
which can be available through GPS. There could be some other ways of identifying the location
information such as the use of location directory or prediction with the hclp of the users past behavior.
However. the problem with this anSwer is that the location information is not deterministic. Thus the
validity of this resull cannot be accepted at a location with different longitude and latitude values.

•

Location is not cxplicit and the query is evaluated such that the results correspond 10 the current
location where the user receives them. For example, suppose a salesman driving on a highway iniliates
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a query "Which is the nearest hotel?" on his laptop. If the query is processed relaled to the current
location of the salesman, then there may never be a precise answer, because by the time the distance is
computed and relayed to the salesman, he might have changed his longitude and Ialitude. The value
will be approximate and could be acceptable in many cases. This processing mode, however, will
require continuous monitoring of the mobile unil to identify its next location where the query result
will be dispatched.
•

Location is not explicit and the query is evaluated aL the time the query arrives at the dalabase server.
In this case, there are two issues. Fin;t, the query results reflect the current position of the user at the
time query is evaluated. Second, the results reflect the current location associaled with the loeationdependent data. The first case is similar to the previous case; the query is evaluated with rcspeclto the
future location where the results will be received. However, the second case is different where the
location information reflects the current state of the database. For example, the query "what is the
destination of taxi with registration number "CJ 213" will be evaluated with respect to its destination
location at the time query is executed. However, when the results arrived, the target destination may
change for thatlaxi in the database.

In all the cases, the results relurned to the user with respect to reference location (location used in the
evaluation of the query) may be differenl bUl consistent and correct.

4. Location-dependent Query Processing - Motivating Example
Consider the following rclalional schema: Hotels (Hotel-name, Localion-address, Per-day charges, Tax,
Distance (from airport)). The rclalion is shown in Figure 1.

Hotel-name

Location-address

Per day charges

Tax (%)

Rebale(%)

Distance

(Ocl.- March)

(from- airport)

Holiday-inn

San Jose, CA

110

5

10

5

Holiday-Inn

Palo Alto, CA

110

5

10

10

Holiday-Inn

Berkeley, CA

110

5

10

30

Holiday-Inn

Dallas, TX

100

7

0

40

Ramada-Inn

San Jose, CA

110

5

10

30

Ramada-Inn

Houston, TX

100

7

0

40

Figure 1 : Hotels
In the relation in Figure 1, there arc two location-dependent attributes: Per day charges and Tax.
They bOLh depend on the location attribute Location-address. They depend indirectly on the Distance
(from-airport) location attribute, since the distance from the airport can be computed from the Localion·
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address aUribute. Since the location attributes Location-address and Dislance as part of the scheme and so
they are explicit location altributes.
We consider SQL-lype location-dependent queries that include a location attribute in the where
clause as well as queries thal do not include such an attribute. Consider (he following query:

Find tile IIotels ;n tile area of Califomia. This query can be tral/slated ;lIto the following SQL-s),ntax

Ql Select Hotel-name, Location-address from Hotels where Location-address like "CA";
This is an example of a query thal includes a localion-attribute namely the Localion-address
auribute. This query will return all tuples thm contain "CAn in the Location-address in the relation Holel in
Figure I. However, treating this as a location-dependent query, we expect to retrieve resulLo; depending on
lhe location of the mobile user who posed the query. Assume thal the user is willing to drive only k miles
fonn ilS currenl position. Such user preferences may be a parl of a user profile thal maintains personalized
infonnalion for each user. For example, lets assume that (he user issues the query from (he airport in CA, k

= 12 and lhat the reference location is the locmion of the user when posing the query. Then, the first lWo
tuples are reLurned to the user. If instead we consider as reference location the localion of the user when it
receives the resuh of its query, lhen differcnt tuples may be returned since the user may have moved a few
miles away form the airport.
In query Ql, one of the location attribules Location-address is parl of the query whereas the other
localion attribute Dislance does nOl appear in the query. In order lo process such a query, the database
needs another layer which can map the query with the help of the user movemenl infonnalion captured for
example by a GPS system to another query like Q2.
Q2 Select Hotel-name, Location-address from Hotels where Locatioll-address like "CA" and distance
from airport <= 12;
Another realislic query may noL include a localion altribute but queries for all hOlels close to the
user: Find the hotel addresses in /IIY area. The equivalem query can be represenled in SQL-syntax as
follows:
Q3 Select Hotel-name, Location-address from Hotels where locatiOlI-attribute = ?;
The database system musl complele this query wiLh information about the location of the user
before executing it.
Another issue arises if differenl notations are used for describing localions. Consider that (he
database does not conlain the exact localion of slale such as CA, bUl suburbs such as Palo Alto or Berkeley.
In that case, lo execute the query Q1, the dalabase system must firsl find which locations are in the CA
state and then use the dislance from the point of the origin of the query lo find the exact location of lhe
hotel.
Yet another example of the issues arising due lo differences in describing location is the following
query:
7

Find the hotels in Palo Allo area. The equivalent query in SQL-syntax can be as follows:

Q4 Select Hotel-name, Location-address from Hotels where Location-address =,JPalo Alto";
If query Q4 is executed using the relation Hotels, it will not return any hotels, as it does not match

any of the tuples.
Yet another possibility is that the location allribute Address contains only CA. In this case, tuples
in the relation Hotels can be grouped and replaced by one single tuple containing CA in the Locationaddress field (sec Figure 3).

5. Concept Hierarchies
Concept hierarchies define a sequence of mappings from a set of lower-level concepts to their higher level
correspondences L3,12,13] resuiling in a hierarchy of concepts. In other words, concept hierarchies provide
a set of predefined hierarchical relationships that generalize lower layer (i.e., primitive data) information to
high layer. For example, a set (tennis, rugby, hockey, football) can be generalized

a." "spons" at a high

level concept. A concept hierarchy can be defined on one or on a set of auribute domains, for example the
Location-address attribute in Figure I.

5.1 Location-based Concept Hierarchies
Concept hierarchies are in general data or application specific since they define mapping rules between
different levels of concepts. The mapping of a concept hierarchy or some portion of it may also be provided
explicilly by a knowledge engineer or a domain expert. Many differem concept hierarchies can be
constructed based on different view points or users preferences. However, usually, a common concept
hierarchy can be associated with an attribute. In most database system implememations, it would be
possible for a set of relatively stable and standard concept hierarchies to be made available as a common
reference by all the databases. In [3], an automatic and dynamic generation of concept hierarchies is given.

The location based concept hierarchies is delimited
•

a." follows:

Only set-valued domains of location attribute arc considered. However, we believe that the method is
appropriate for continuous domains, and therefore suitable for numeric location data.

•

It is assumed that set-valued domains of altribUles arc simple structure-valued domains containing only
discrete location values.

•

The relational databases are summarized by using the location attribute's values at higher or lower
level concepts. Concept hierarchy can have any level of depth based on granularities of location.

•

There is no common region among two different locations. Thus, concept hierarchies arc represented
as trees.
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Concept hierarchies can be generated among location attribute domains for lhe following;
•

Wilhin a domain itself, there may exist a concept hierarchy among the valucs in the location auribute.
For example. a domain may be successively refined into more specialized location domain values. An
attribute may take its value either from the specialized (leaf) values or from higher level descriptions.

•

A concept hierarchy can be defined among location attributes using domains of attributes of a relation.
For example. a concept hierarchy can relate attributes «Cityl» and (,Cityb> with "State" at the root
(since a state can have many cities)..

•

There may exist a concept hierarchy among domains of location attributes of different relations. For
example. consider aHributes "city" and "state" which may appear in two different relations. In thaI
case, we can define a concept hierarchy across these two relations where "state" appears at higher level
and "cily" at lower level.

5.2. Constructing Concept Hierarchies
Concept hierarchies are constructed for each of the location attributes across all relations based on the
domain values of those location attributes. The granularity of the concepts in the hierarchy may vary from
that of the values of the domain of each individual aUribute. For instance even if the domain of an attribute
is a set of strect addresses, the hierarchy may include only streets. Domain experts can be consulted to
ensure that the hierarchies are complete and correct.
In general. concept hierarchies of domain values of location attributes are updated infrequently. Since
they are constructcd based on domain values, there is no need to incrementally update such hierarehics
when:
•

new values arc inserted into a relation, or

•

tuples arc deleted from a relation.
Com:ept hierarchies need to be updated when attribute domains change or there is a need to include

location auributes of new databases. For example, the introduction of a database that describes locations in
Europe necessitates that the concept hierarchy of Figure 2 is extended to include locations in Europe. Note
that one may construct concept hierarchies involving only instances of domain values thaI occur in a given
relation instance. In this case, the insertion or deletion of tuples may cause the update of the concept
hierarchy.

6. Location-based Indexing and Summarization
Consider the concept hierarchy (CH) for each state in USA with the root a" USA.
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USA

......... Texas (TX)

/\

Houston

Dallas

Califomia (CA)

Indiana (IN)

.

A

Palo Alto... Berkclcy ...Lafayetle...

Figure 2 : Com::ept Hierarchy

Concept hierarchies are used to uanslatc between different granularities used to represent
locations. For instance, Ihc concept hierarchy in Figure 2 can be used

(0

determine that Palo Alto is a city in

CA. Concept hierarchies can also be used in conjunction with spatial indexes and for summarizing location
infonnation.

6. 1 Building Indexes
Concept hierarchies can be used as directories for direct processing using thc appropriate database that
includes values based on the reference location of a query. For instance, when a user issues a query similar
to Q3 while the user is in California, the concept hierarchy can be used 10 direct to the Hotel relation that
includes hotels in the California region.
In particular. we propose extending concept hierarchies to include information about the location
of the database/relations that include location attributes. We build indcxes for each location attributc in a
relation. Such indexes may be spatial indexes, such as R+ trees. Nodes in the concept hierarchy point to the
appropriate node of the spatial index. For instance, assume that we build a spatial index for the AddressLocation attribute of the Hotel relation. In this case, the California node of the CH will include an entry
(Hotel, Pointer) where Pointer points

(0

the node of the spatial index on the Address-location attribute

whose subnodes cover hotels in California.
Tn the case of a location-dependent query, the location of a moving user is commonly given as a pair of
(latitude, longitude) values. This pair is mapped to the appropriate leaf of the concept hierarchy. In
particular:
(a) If the reference location is the location of the user at the time the query is posed, then before sending
the query for evaluation, the location of the user is estimated.
(b) If the reference location is the location of the user at the time the query arrives, then [he estimation of
the position of the user is initiated at the site at the static network that receives the query.
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(c) If the reference location is the location of the user when the resull arrives at its MH, then the estimation
of the location is again perfonncd at the static site. However, estimating the location is now an
involved procedure since this is a future location. This computation must also account for the time to
transmit the result.
Once the location of the user is detennined, this location is mapped to a leaf in the CH. For example, if
the location is inside John Hopkins University, the location is mapped to the leaf "Berkeley". Then, we
move up the CH tree until we find an entry for the requested relation. If the requested relation is the Hotel
relation, then we end up at the node with label CA. This node points to the appropriate entries in the Hotel
relation.

6.2 Location-based Summarization
Another advantage of concept hierarchies is that the database relations can be condensed or summarized
[131 using the location attributes. For example, suppose that the address field in the relation in Figure I
contains no slate such as CA and TX. This relation is summarized as follows using the CH in Figure 2. The
Distance attribute now basically represents the aggregate operator maximum. It is applied here to the set of
locations contained in the column and computes a new distance.

Hotel-name

Holiday-inn
Holiday-Inn
Ramada-Inn
Ramada-Inn

Location-address

CA
TX
CA
TX

Per day charges

Tax (%)

Rebate(%)

Distance

(Oct.-March)

(from air-pon)

[10

5

IO

30

110

7

0

20

110

5

IO

40

110

7

0

30

Figu["e 3 : Hotel!: Summarized Relation Hotels

The above relation (Figure 3) can be summarized as given below (Figure 4) using an aggregation
operator like max for numeric values and concepLual summarization for location. Another possibility is
taking an aggregation operator like minimum. The error in the query can be generated if we know the
maximum or minimum values for example of Per day Charges irrespective of locations then one can
calculate the approximate answers [13]. For example, consider thaL the mobile user has received a response
to his earlier query about the Per day charges in CA area as 100 and tax as 5% for Holiday-Inn. Now he has
received in response to the same query Per day charges as 110 max. and tax as 7% max in another region
A consisting of CA and TX using the relaLion shown in Figure 4. For simplicity, we assume that the query
docs nOL take inlo account rebates. With the help of earlier answer, he can approximately calculate that the
error in per day charges belwecn two locations CA and TX is (110 + 7%) - (l00 +5%). This will be the
error in the positive side. That is. user might have to pay minimum 0 dollars to maximum 12 dollars. If we
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use the aggregation operator min then error can be calculated on the negative side. User knows in this case
he has

(0

pay minimum amount as 100+5% and his earlier answer can be of no help. Thus, it is better La use

aggregation operator max.

Hotel-name

Location-address

Per day charges

Tax (%)

Rebate(%)

Distance

Max.

Max.

(OCI.-March)

airport

Max.

Max.

Holiday-Inn

Region A

110

7

10

30

Ramada-Inn

Region A

110

7

10

40

(from

in

miles)

Figul'e 4. Hotel2 : Summarized relation Hotell

By performing one more level of summarization and aggregation, we get the following relation as
shown in Figure 5. Note that if the query is to find the Per day charges in Holiday-Inn, then the query in
SQL-syntax will look like as follows:

Select Perdu)' churgesjro/1l Horel2 where Location-address = "Regioll A ".
The above query gives approximate answers Lhat are valid in a much larger region A.

Hotel-name

Location-address

Per day charges

Tax (%)

Rebme(%) (OCI.-

Dislance

Max.

Max.

March) Max.

airport
Max.

HOiels

Region A

7

110

10

(from

'"

miles)

40

Figure 4. Hotel3: Summarized relation Holcl2

7. Replication and Partitioning
In mobile computing, replication of data can improve availability and allow a mobile host to operate even
when disconnected for the fixed network. However, it incurs overheads since all replicas must be kept upto-date. In the case of location-dependent data, our replication scheme is innovative as it involves a
hierarchical replication of database.

7.1 Data Partitioning based on Location
Since the tuples returned by a location-dependent query depend on the value of their location attribute, to
speed-up query processing, a relation may be partitioned based on the value of the localion attribute. This
partition may be physical or logical. In the case of a logical panition, the spatial index is used to define the
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tuples in the partition. A MH can store the part of the dmabase thal corresponds 10 ils location. By doing so,
queries can be answered locally on the MH.
The relation Hotels can be partitioned shown in Figure 1 based on locations. We can geL two
parlitions one for CA and another for TX. The partition (relation) for CA is as follows.

Hotel-name

Location-address

Per day charges

To<

Distance

Holiday-Inn

San Jose, CA

110

5

5

Holiday -Inn

Palo Aho. CA

110

5

10

Ramada-Inn

San Jose, CA

110

5

30

Holiday-Inn

Berkeley, CA

110

5

30

Figure 5. Hotel 4: Partition relation Hotels

Thc aUributcs such as Per day charges, Tax can bc removed since they repeaL in values. Thus, we
get the following relations shown below in Figures 6 and 7. The original relmion can be obtained by taking
lhe cross product of the rclmions shown in Figure 6 and 7. Note Lhat Figure 5 corresponds to horizontal
partition where as Figures 6 and 7 arc with respect to vertical partitions ofrclation Hotels.

Hotel-namc

Location-address

Distance

Holiday-Inn

San Jose, CA

5

Holiday -Inn

Palo Alto, CA

10

Ramada-Inn

San Jose, CA

30

Holiday-Inn

Berkeley, CA

30

Figure 6. Vertical partition 1: Holels

Per Day Charges

Tax

110

5

Figure 7. Vertical partition 2: Hotels

The Location-address can be removed as well and the location information can be augmented
either along with hotel name or using the concept hierarchies as shown in Figure 2 since we know thaI this
relation is for locations in CA. Thus, we can again summarize the partition shown in Figure 6 as discussed
before in section 6.2.
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7.2 Hierarchical Replication based on Location
Location dependency provides for an innovative replication scheme. We view a database as having
multiple layers in which case we fully replicate base data at the lowest level. Base data is locationindependent data. Replication of base data can be done at all the servers and aL all locations. Replication of
base data is similar to distributed replication; that is base data should have consistent data values at all
times. At layer 0, we only replicate base data; data that do not depend upon location. At the next higher
level, we have data that are the same for that set of locations at that level and so on. Thus, we can replicate
data in a hierarchical fashion.
Let us assume that Per day charges are same in all Holiday Inns hotels in CA region as in Figure 1.
We also assume here that relation contains data about hotels in CA and TX only. We consider Hotel name
and Per day charges

a~

base relation and auach the CA and TX as location information with Lhis relation.

At next higher level, we create a relation with Tax, Address (location), Winter rebatc and Distance
(maximum) as attributes.

Pcr day charges

Hotel names

110

Holiday-Inn

100

Ramada-Inn

Figure 8. Level 0 - Base relation -location (CA, TX)

Tax(%)

Hotel address

Winter rebate(%)

Distance (maximum)

5

CA
TX

10

30

0

40

7

Figure 9. Levell - relation at level 1- location CA

In Figure 1, Per day charges remain the same within the CA area, so there is no need to repeat this
information for all the locations in CA, but it ean be aunched only Lo CA so that it will be valid for all the
locations in CA. We can also replace the tuples that belong to different regions in CA by a single tuple with
address CA us shown in Figure 9. This strategy avoids repeating information at all locations. However, note
that some information may need to be repeated in case we need to join two relations linked Lo two different
locations. We do not address this issue further in this paper.

8. Implementation Issues
In an implementation, one can store concept hierarchies and corresponding indexes at MUs. These concept
hierarchies (CHs) and indexes correspond to the current location of MD. Once the MU moves to different
location (note thaL many cells collectively may define a 10caLion), they need to be replaced by
14

corrcsponding CHs and associated indexes. The CHs nrc stored at DBS pennanently. Since there arc
number ofDBS. each one can have CHs and indexes corresponding to their location or they may also have
replicated CHs and indexes. One advantage of replicating them is that MU can cache (he CHs of next
location before moving. However. in case there is a change in CHs and indexes at DBS, cache of MU needs
to be made consistenl. Nonnally CHs are changed very infrequenlly since they are generated based on
domain knowledge, not on instance level.
We assume here that MUs have some capabilities of processing a query. Once a query arrives at
MD, it can reformulate the query with the help of CHs and then use indexes to find the

com~sponding

database (relaLions). The query is then redirected to the corresponding DBS through BS which executes the
query.
Another choice for storing CHs is DBS. Here it is we assumed that MUs have no capabilities of
processing a query. Once the query arrives at MD, it is forwarded to DBS which thcn refonnulate and
executes the query.
Regarding the databases. each MU (if has database capabiliLies) can also store the partition tables
(as shown in Figurcs 5, 6 and 7) with respect to its location. It then can execute the query locally. These
partitioned tables however needs to be consistcnl with respect to original table at DBS. However, at the
time disconnection, these tables can still be used to provide approximate answers [13J.

9. Conclusions
We discuss location-dependenl data and query evaluation. The modeling aspect and the data structures
needed to implement location-dependent queries are given. The hierarchical replicaLion scheme discussed is
different (han traditional replication of daLabases. Our location-dependent data and attribute concept is
different than moving objects [4,5,6] where location-attribute is constantly changing (they call it dynamic
attribute). We are currcnlly working on building location-based indexing techniques. We plan to generate
concept hierarchies based on location information given in the database. In the future, we plan to build
location-dependenl database query processing system. which can be placed on the top of any database
management system.
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